Beginner’s guide to UQ Images

How to login to UQ Images

Visit [http://uqimages.uq.edu.au](http://uqimages.uq.edu.au)

- Login with your *UQ username* and *password*. Email uqimages@uq.edu.au if you experience any login issues.
- *Note no ‘www.’ required.* The UQ Images database is available outside the UQ network should you require access remotely.

Searching the entire image database

To access *all* images available to you, regardless of age, select ‘No filtering’ on the left hand side of the page under ‘Current Filter’. Please note, when you log out and then back in again, the filter will default to ‘Active assets’ which has been restricted to images created over the previous three years, plus some earlier generic imagery where appropriate. The database search engine searches on a variety of fields and is therefore quite powerful. Use the Advanced search, if you want to narrow your results.

Categories

Most images created from 2009 onwards have been categorised. Browse around the categories as a starting point and to see what is there, and you can then refine the results by executing a search on the category.

Image usage

Many of the images in the database require authorisation before downloading. Requests for image are made via the *Lightbox* facility. The system will guide you through this process, but please see the *Lightbox guide* for more information about creating and sharing a Lightbox.

Please note: Images in the category entitled ‘Brand’, and its sub-category ‘UQ Stock Photos’ are available for you to download without request. The number of images in these sections will increase in the future.

Help, reporting issues or ideas

- For help using UQ Images, click on the help link on the top right hand side of the page - it’s relevant to the page you’re on and well written.
- If you are experiencing any problems, please email uqimages@uq.edu.au.